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OVERVIEW

• How can the experience of dune-artdaq developers on the 
ProtoDUNE cluster be improved? 

• E.g., faster build times, easier commits, etc. 

• Discussions have been taking place between myself, Kurt, 
Alessandro and Roland on how to accomplish this, and some 
work’s already been done 

• I’ll describe the current situation in a minute. But first, to define 
some terms…



DICTIONARY

• dune-artdaq: the code which is specific to online (Proto)DUNE computing  

• artdaq: often used interchangeably with dune-artdaq, this is something different: a package 
used by many experiments, which dune-artdaq is dependent on 

• artdaq packages: a suite of packages developed alongside artdaq at Fermilab which artdaq 
uses in some capacity; includes artdaq-core, artdaq-utilities, artdaq-mpich-plugin.  

• version: an official, versioned package which when developed at Fermilab has undergone a 
test suite and is used by different experiments. E.g., artdaq “v3_03_01” 

• dev-version: a package which is “dev-versioned” will be modified relative to its most recent 
version. It may contain code less well tested than a versioned package, but a “dev-version” 
will refer to an immutable version of the code. E.g. artdaq “for_dune-artdaq_20190506” 

• commit/hash: refers to a string of numbers and letters which uniquely identify code in a git 
repository 

• central repo: the git repositories resident at Fermilab where code should be pushed



A TYPICAL DUNE-ARTDAQ DEVELOPMENT AREA

• We’re looking at /nfs/sw/work_dirs/dune-artdaq-April2019 

• Standard features of this type of directory include the following: 

• ./srcs contains the source code 

• ./localProducts_dune_artdaq_v1_16_00a_e15_prof contains products built off the source code  

• setupDUNEARTDAQ_forRunning is sourced by Run Control before running; 
setupDUNEARTDAQ_forBuilding is sourced by developers before building



./SRCS: THE GIT REPOS

• ./srcs contains a set of git repositories whose code is built within the development area 

• The artdaq package code typically isn’t the code of the versioned artdaq packages, thus their 
repos are included 

• To keep track of things, the commit hashes of the repos are saved for each run -> however, no 
guarantee the code’s been fully committed 

• There’s some consensus that moving forward, the artdaq packages shouldn’t be in the typical 
sources area, so developers can focus on dune-artdaq and dune-raw-data



THE LOCAL PRODUCTS DIRECTORY

• Here, the subdirectories are product installations of the code, 1-to-1 correspondence with repos 

• This is one of two products directories used; the other is /nfs/sw/artdaq/products, which 
contains versioned packages 

• As you might expect, a package in this directory takes priority over a package in /nfs/sw/artdaq/
products



DEV-VERSIONS

• Instead of every dune-artdaq development area having its own set of artdaq* 
packages, we can put them in a third, “development” products directory: /nfs/sw/
artdaq/products_dev 

• Idea is that dune-artdaq would use dev-versions of artdaq packages.: the code is 
altered relative to the version its forked from, containing patches, etc. 

• Advantage of fast turnaround relative to versioned packages, and consistency/
reproducibility relative to localProducts_* packages 

• Consistent dev-version naming. One idea:  

• <branch name>_<date>_<descriptive token> 

• E.g., for_dune-artdaq_20190506_added_FragmentWatch_module 

• dune-artdaq will rely explicitly on specific dev-versions of artdaq, etc.



PROTODUNE-SPECIFIC PACKAGES

• Besides dune-artdaq and dune-raw-data, there are many - O(10) - 
packages developed by ProtoDUNE groups needed for boardreaders, 
etc.  

• dune-artdaq doesn’t formally depend on many of them. If you don’t 
have them available, sourcing setupDUNEARTDAQ won’t cause a 
problem. The problem appears when building or running. 

• Additionally, there’s no mapping between a dune-artdaq commit and 
the various versions of packages it uses (uhal, protodune_timing, etc.) 

• We should make this dependency explicit, and put the packages in 
dune-artdaq’s product_deps file



GETTING A NEW DEVELOPMENT AREA

• Two ways to do this: 

• wget quick-mrb-start.sh off the web and run it so it creates a development area 

• Run clone_and_rename_installation.sh <old development area> <new development 
area> 

• quick-mrb-start.sh: 

• Creates ./srcs and puts the git repos in there, builds and installs them in 
localProduct_*, and creates the setupDUNEARTDAQ* files for future source-ing 

• quick-mrb-start.sh itself is in dune-artdaq, so a 1-1 mapping between a commit hash 
and the development area created 

• clone_and_rename_installation.sh will literally clone an existing area 

• Can pick up non-pushed and even non-committed code

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CENF/Installation



GETTING A NEW DEVELOPMENT AREA

• In principle, quick-mrb-start.sh is preferable to 
clone_and_rename_installation.sh, thanks to the reproducibility argument 

• However, until very recently it hasn’t been possible to push dune-artdaq 
commits directly from the ProtoDUNE cluster to the central repo 

• Well tested, ready-for-use commits aren’t pushed to the central repo 
because of the unusually difficult process for doing so 

• The only way to get these commits is by cloning rather than running 
quick-mrb-start.sh 

• This should change, and progress has been made in the last couple of 
weeks on making it possible to push directly to the central repo



ALSO IMPORTANT…

• By convention, development areas are on the NFS disk: /nfs/sw/work_dirs/ or /
nfs/sw/work_dirs/<username> 

• If NFS disk is having issues, builds can be agonizing 

• Related: should we have a build machine? 

• Also by convention, they’re usually owned by np04daq, not under user accounts 

• Developers effectively have root access to everything 

• If not initialed, it can be unclear who performed a given commit 

• We should start developing under our own accounts + I’ll look into ways to ease 
reliance on the NFS disk



THE IDEAL SCENARIO

• You log into the build machine under your own account, create a 
directory not on the NFS disk, and run quick-mrb-start.sh, optionally 
providing it with the dune-artdaq branch you want (default is “develop”) 

• It only installs dune-artdaq and - maybe - dune-raw-data, where versions 
and dev-versions of all other packages will be used 

• You locally commit your code changes to your dune-artdaq repo, and 
rebuild, unencumbered by any NFS issues 

• After testing that things work, you push the changes to the central 
repo, so others can pull your changes into their development areas 

• “Cookbook” step-by-step instructions on how to do this will be 
available on the TWiki so anyone with a basic knowledge of Linux will be 
able to do all this


